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CHAPTER I
SURVEY OP THE RELATED LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
The growing realization by educators and the public,
of the importance and need of science in our lives has
enabled science education in the elementary schools to
make rapid strides toward becoming a well-organized sub-
ject, rightfully accepted as an integral part of the
public school program.
Much of the science at the elementary level can best
be learned through experiments based upon science prin-
ciples. Conanti/ says:
Science emerges from the other progressive
activities of man to the extent that new concepts
arise from experiments and observations, and the
new concepts in turn lead to further experiments
and observations*
Gruenberg and Unzicker^/ in coming to the defense of
the method of problem-solving in science education say:
Educators have more and more recognized the
inadequacy of teaching merely selected samples of
the products or facts of the several sciences,
E James B. Conant, On Understanding Science , New Haven:le University Press, 1947, p. 24.
ZJf B. C. Gruenberg and S. P. Unzicker, Science in Our Lives ,
Teacher 1 s Manual, New York: World Book Company, 1939, p. !•
-
and have come to stress the method or more general
aspect of science. It is coming to be widely as-
sumed that the chief concern in the teaching of
science should be to acquaint young people with
certain ways of dealing with problems and situa-
tions , not merely with the assorted outcomes of
earlier solutions.
Bloughl/ evaluates the position of science in the
lower levels:
Elementary science 1) capitalizes on children 1 s
interests and opens new avenues of interests and
satisfactions, 2) cultivates a scientific way of
looking at things and gives a sound method of pro-
cedure for solving problems, 3) teaches certain
concepts and generalizations which the children can
use in interpreting what they see about them, 4)
assists in the development of social behavior, and
5) aids in the developing of an appreciation for
environment.
Recent world-wide events have made the people of our
nation more conscious than ever of the role of science in
our history and in our daily lives. Certainly no one can
question the need of a greater knowledge of science,
starting with general science in the elementary schools,
extending through all branches of science in high school
and college, and on to the highly specialized fields of
research.
Unquestionably, much teaching has been done and much
learning accomplished through experiences or experimentation
1/ Glenn 0. Blough, "Elementary Science Objectives",
School Life , XXIX (October, 1946) p. 29.

In the classroom based on fundamental principles. However,
this has not been an accepted method of instruction very
long nor have the bases, "principles*, long been con-
sidered as a kind of backbone to the measurement of
science education*
A SURVEY OF THE PLACE OF ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
IN THE CURRICULUM THROUGH THE YEARS
To get a better over-all view of the development of
elementary science, we should go back to 1904 when Jackmanl/
wrote advocating continuous progress, wherein each year of
study was considered basic to the next year's more ad-
vanced problems. Unfortunately this idea was not widely
accepted and the science of the time continued traditionally
as a nature study program of uncorrelated subject matter.
The first courses in the lower grades appeared be-
tween 1900 and 1910 and were known either as 'general
science, 1 'introductory science,' or 'elementary science.
•
The first elementary science textbooks appeared around
1910 and were lacking in agreement or balance in regard
to content.
1/ W. J. Jackman, "Nature Study,* Third Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, Part II ,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1904.
1rt »rr\ I
To realize that through the years the position science
has shared with other subjects has not been entirely de-
sirable, one need only review a report!/ made in 1941 to
show the place of general science in education. This
report showed that very few of 276 high schools investi-
gated included general science in the curriculum in 1909;
while in 1923, of 376 investigated, the survey showed
that general science had made a rapid increase as to
frequency of appearance in the curriculum* Since then
it has made even greater progress, until now it is not
so much a matter of existing as a matter of finding the
best manner to present it.
Several studies at different grade-levels were
undertaken between 1925 and 1930 to check the progress
being made in science. The Thirty-first Yearbook^/
summarizes as follows:
These researches indicate a justification
for the Introduction of general science into the
science curriculum, since in each investigation
the pupils /In high-school science/ who had pre-
viously studied general science showed measurable
superiorities over those who had not*
1/ G. W. Hunter and L. Spore, ttScience Sequence and Enroll-
ments in the Secondary Schools of the United States, w
Science Education , XXV (December, 1941) p. 360.
2/ "A Program for Teaching Science, n Thirty-first Yearbook
of the National Society for the Study of Education, PartT
,
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company,
1932, p. 125.

The period 1920 to 1930 was a transition period, during
which the nature study program changed to a balanced science
course
•
The evidence of this survey thus far shows that system
and order needed to be established at the elementary science
level. The Thirty-first Yearbook!/ further elaborates on
these conditions as follows:
The extent to which the characteristics of
the old theories are still in evidence in the sub-
jects of study included in the curriculum of today
is a measure of the extent to which the curriculum
is out of harmony with the plan of public educa-
tion currently accepted*
A method of proposed correction and coordination was
offered by this same yearbook committee thus?
In order to meet the demands of public education,
a plan was formulated for a continuous and correlated
program of science* . . . These teaching units are
to be integrated through dynamic experience, result-
ing in a functional comprehension of principles,
major generalizations, and associated science at-
titudes that function in human thought and behavior. • •
The Committee proposes for Grades I-VI a program of
elementary science, the objectives of which are
selected for their contribution to enlargement of
understanding of phenomena that are important for
their relation to experiences that are common to
everybody.^/
This yearbook committee saw a more adequate recogni-
tion of its point of view in some of the newly organized
courses, which were commonly designated as ^Science for
1/ Ibid, p. 5.
%/ Ibid, pp. 6-11.
%
the Elementary School" • Accordingly it endorses that
designation, and because of the traditions associated with
the name, dropped the term f nature study 1 in its references
to courses in science for the elementary schools.
CRITERIA AND AIMS
It is apparent from the previous statements that
since the turn of the century the need for science educa-
tion has become more widely recognized, resulting in a
greater demand for science education. This increased demand
in turn benefitted us in nearly every mode of living, as
new and better household inventions, medical advancements,
improvements in transportation (automotive, railway, and
airlines) , better machinery, and so forth.
While science was progressing in terms of generaliza-
tions, the basis of this quantitative learning, the
fundamentals or principles, had been overlooked. The
Committee on Science of the National Society for the Study
of Education^/ in 1932 established as the objective of
science education life enrichment 1 and goes on to explain
that:
The enriched life is one that enables the
individual to participate intelligently and with
satisfaction in the experiences of living. The
1/ Ibid, p. 43.

objectives may be stated as the principles and
generalizations that are functional for the in-
dividual, in that they enable him to interpret
the experiences of learning. • • . The principles
and generalizations* of science must, therefore,
occupy considerable place in a program of general
education, the aim of which is life enrichment.
Craig^/ in establishing standards for selection of
science objectives in the elementary school curriculum,
mentions as a third criterion the objectives which conform
best to those facts, principles, generalizations, and hypo-
theses of science which are essential to the interpretation
of the natural phenomena which commonly challenge children.
According to Craig, a study of children's interests re-
veals certain principles, an understanding of which is
essential for interpretation of the challenging phenomena.
He feels that the teacher will need to guide the pupils
in his attempt to interpret his observations and experi-
ences and will best be able to do this by having knowledge
of the accepted principles of science.
Several more points summarized in the Thirty-first
Yearbook are:
The real aim of the elementary school should
not be to teach the child facts about life habits
of animals, but rather to make basal concepts
acceptable and challenging to the child, to cause
them to emerge more clearly, and to give opportunity
for their use in interpretation of new phenomena .£/
1/ G. S. Craig, Certain Techniques Used in Developing a
Course of Study in Science for the Horace Mann Elementary
School , Teachers College, Columbia University, 1927,
(Contributions to Education No. 276) pp. 12 and 13.
2/ Thirty-first Yearbook, op. cit., p. 136.

Classroom work will be developed by means of
directed observations, either individual or class;
by discussions resulting from observations made in
field and laboratory; by experiments and demonstra-
tions performed by individual pupils, groups of
pupils, teacher, or a combination of teacher and
pupils; and by various activities, such as growing
plants, and providing proper homes, food and general
care of animals.2/
Attacking the problem of course content of
general science from a different angle, that of
determining the basic principles which the course
should develop, Downing, with the assistance of
several graduate students, has produced materials
of the greatest importance. These should be given
increased emphasis in forthcoming textbooks and
syllabi in this subject, since the development of
these principles is a necessary step in the pupils 1
understanding of major generalizations, the attain-
ment of which this Committee considers to be a
major goal of science teaching .5/
The authors of the Fifth Yearbook of the Department
of Superintendence of the National Education Association^/
say:
Our knowledge of science to be of the largest
service must be in the form of principles and laws.
Application of our knowledge of science to problem
situations is a deductive process. Faced by a
difficulty we cast about for the law or principle
that applies to it and thus reach a solution. It
would seem that the design of the course in science
for the junior high school should enable the pupils
to have experiences with an attainment of knowledge
of those laws and principles that are socially worth-
while, and should provide much drill in applying
them to life situations.
1/ Ibid, p. 176.
2/ Ibid, pp. 113 and 114.
3/ "The Junior High School Curriculum," Fifth Yearbook,
Department of Superintendence, National Education Association
,
Washington: National Education Association, 1927, p. 150
c
A SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS STUDIES ON PRINCIPLES
The previous paragraph cites the need for organization
of science at the elementary level and shows how the move-
ment led to the pioneer work in the study and listing of
science principles by Downing. His efforts led to other
studies, namely those by Robertson, who established 113
principles to be used at the elementary level; Pruitt,
whose studies were on chemistry; Martin, who dealt with
the biological sciences; and Wise, who selected 191
principles from the fields of chemistry, physics, and geology*
Today these principles are recognized as the bases for the
measurement of the completeness of science-curriculum content.
1/ Elliot R. Downing, "Techniques for the Determination of
Basic Principles in Science Courses,
"
r Science Education
, XIV,
(November, 1929) pp. 298-303.
2/ Martin L. Robertson, "The Selection of Science Principles
Suitable as Goals of Instruction in the Elementary School,"
Science Education , XIX (February, 1935) pp. 1-4; (April,
1935) pp.
3/ C. M. Pruitt, An Analysis, Evaluation and Synthesis of
Subject-Matter Concepts and Generalizations in ChemlstryT
Privately printed and distributed by author, Doctor's
dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935.
4/ W. Edgar Martin, "A Determination of the Principles of the
Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education,"
Science Education , XXIX (March, 1945) pp. 100-105; (April-
May, 1945) pp. 152-163
.
5/ Harold E. Wise, "A Determination of the Relative Importance
of Principles of Physical Science for General Education,"
Science Education , XXV (December, 1941) pp. 371-379; XXVI
(January, 1942) pp. 8-12.
(c
While Downing^ was probably among the first to do
work in organizing and editing material based on scientific
principles at the junior-senior high school level, Robertson
was one of the first to enumerate principles specifically
for the elementary school, grades I-VT. It is for this
reason that Robertson 1 s definition of a principle was
studied and selected as a basis of this thesis. His criteria
of a principle are as follows:
a* It must be a comprehensive generalization.
b. It must be true without exception within
limitations specifically stated.
c. It must be a clear statement of a process or
interaction.
d. It must be capable of illustration so as to
gain conviction.
e. It must not be part of a larger principle.
f. It must not be a definition.
g. It must not deal with a specific substance
or variety, or with a limited group of
substances or species.
Inasmuch as teaching of subject matter failed to
distinguish among facts, theories, hypotheses, inferences,
and principles, it is not difficult to realize the con-
fusion resulting unless there were a clear understanding
of a principle. Certainly science education based on
guesses, inferences, and odd facts can lead to little
worthwhile learning. Unfortunately this condition existed,
1/ Downing, op. cit., pp. 298-303.

producing much overlapping of subject matter and poor
organization of general science in a year*s program. The
answer to this confusion and disorganization of subject
matter in elementary science has not been entirely found
nor accepted. However, definite progress was made in
science organization when Robertson!^ following his
definition of a scientific principle, made a list of
science principles applicable at the elementary school
level.
DETERMINING THE STANDARDS FOR THE
APPLICATION OF AN EXPERIMENT
In developing this study, the relating of the under-
standings of principles within an experiment to the
proper principle, numerous problems arose, so that
standards for the application of an experiment to a
principle had to be set up. Following are the standards
established by the investigator:
a. The application of an experiment to a principle
shall represent an experiment capable of being
done within the school premises.
b. The application of an experiment to a principle
shall serve to develop interests which will be
of value in later life.
1/ Robertson, op. cit., pp. 1-4.

An application of an experiment to a principle shall
not be considered if in the opinion of the investigator:
a. The materials to be used are not readily
obtainable for use in the average elementary
school classroom.
b. The information resulting from an experiment
is of use or interest only to a pupil
specializing in some particular field of
science*
The above standards were established to present only
practical experiments and to eliminate trips which,
though practical, are not undertaken by the average
teacher of science in the elementary schools today* It
is not intended to take up valuable class time for only
one or two pupils by catering to their special interests.
Likewise experiments suggested for one section or area
of the United States and not possible in another because
of marked physical or biological variations are ac-
cordingly eliminated.
The principles of Robertson were considered but not
used because they were not as easily adapted to this
study as those discovered after further research. However,
1(
is
those of Jones^y were actually used. They represent the
work of Robertson, Pruitt, Wise,y and Martin,2/ with
the added advantage of Jones's editing and simplifying
them to better fit an elementary level. The principles
of Jones were also divided according to topics, making
assignments of experiments to topics and principles much
easier and more practical. Jones's criteria for the choice
of a principle are essentially the same as Robertson' sj
however, the wording of one varies somewhat and is
definitely applicable to this study in stating that
"a principle is a comprehensive generalization which
is demonstrable experimentally."
In the past, teaching or learning was considered to
have been accomplished when strict memorization had over-
come various laws and rules. Today, educational methods
have changed from a strict formal style to a liberal
practical program which includes many so-called activities.
Activities connote doing. Mathaisy defines an activity
as follows:
1/ Ruth V. Jones, "A Study of the Principles of Science
Found in Ninth Grade Textbooks of General Science, " (Un-
published Master's thesis, University of Michigan, 1946).
2/ Robertson, loc. cit.
3/ Pruitt, loc. cit.
4/ Wise, loc. cit.
5/ Martin, loc. cit.
%/ Annie Lois Mathais, "An Analysis of Recent Courses in
Elementary Science," (Unpublished Master's thesis, The
University of Chicago, 1932).
0~OZ
Of;
14
An activity is an implied motion, action, or
self-caused change. In some action there is no
purpose, but this study confines activity to pur-
poseful activity. In a sense it is schoolroom
manipulation: the correlation of activity with
school subjects to make them more meaningful, to
hold the child 1 s interest and impress him with the
facts involved; all of these may be activity*
Another term often used in general reference to
activities is experiences. The investigator feels that
the term activities is often misused, and agrees with
Brandweini/ that the term experience is too often mis-
interpreted. In this regard, Brandwein says:
As one reads accounts of investigations in
science education, one is struck by the use of the
term Experiment 1 and experimental method 1 in the
elaboration of curricula or courses of study.
Close study of the reports in which these ex-
periments* are discussed shows that they are not
experiments in the sense that scientists accept
the term. They are, instead, recognizable by the
improvisation which distinguish trial and error 1
methods. For one, controls are lacking; second,
it would be difficult to duplicate the conditions
of the experiment 1 even if the operations used
were carefully described in the greatest detail.
It is clear that what these writers term ex-
periments 1 are really experiences whose results
may not be transferable to other situations.
It is proposed, therefore, that where reports
deal with experiences of the sort indicated above
that the term 'experimental method 1 be used or the
term experimental method 1 be initially defined.
1/ Paul P. Brandwein, nA Substitute for the Term Ex-
perimental Method 1 as Used in Investigations in Science
Education, n Science Education, XXXII, (February, 1948) p. 15.
cc
In order to clarify the terms experience and ex-
periment, Roget's Thesaurus was consulted* Here, an
experience was interpreted as an incident or occurrence,
while an experiment was considered to mean a test or
trial, or a proof or verification of the same. This
brings up the question - what may be considered a test
or trial? In the opinion of the writer, any process in
which an object or objects under observation exhibit
changes under controlled conditions would represent a
test or trial and would therefore constitute an
experiment *
STATEMENTS JUSTIFYING THE
SCIENTIFIC METHOD AND EXPERIMENTS
Certainly it is a recognized fact that the scientific
method is basic to the intelligent solution of any
problem. This scientific method calls for 1) determining
the problem, 2) defining the problem, 3) testing, 4)
drawing conclusions and 5) re testing. Much time must,
therefore, be spent in actual experimenting to satisfy
the testing and re testing levels, and this in turn must
be the basis in considerable part of real learning.
t
The Forty-sixth Yearbook Comraitteei/ reports, in a
chapter on Materials and Methods of Teaching Science in
the Elementary Schools,
Of all the methods that have been proposed
for use in the elementary school, one method
must have first consideration in the teaching
of science, namely, the scientific method* • • •
The elements of the scientific method can be
adapted to the level of the children in such a
way that they will know what they are doing and
why they are doing it and will have some control
over the process* • • • • Children should have
rich experience in experimentation.
Mayfie says,
The setting up of fair and practical testing
procedures for the experiments involves many of
the principles of scientific method. Each ex-
periment mc,y take two or three times as much
class time as formerly, but the change in at-
titude and the additional growth that occur
will well repay the cost of time.
To further indicate the very great importance of
activities, experiences or experiments, it is interesting
to note that educators in several different fields have
written various articles recommending activities, ex-
periences, or experiments as one of the essential means
of teaching.
1/ "Materials and Methods of Teaching Science in the
Elementary School," Forty-sixth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education, Part I
,
Chicago;
University of Chicago Press, 1947, pp. 93-97.
2/ John C. Mayfield, "The Spirit of Discovery in Science
Teaching ," Junior Briefs
,
Scott, Foresman Service Bulletin,
IX, 2 (March, 1547} p. 2.

Craigi/ says in referring to the scientific method:
The experiment may be of great assistance in
finding the solutions to problems Ex-
periments in the elementary school should not be
used as mere demonstrations of the traditional
type, in which the problem, method of procedure,
and conclusion are established by the teacher,
with little or no intellectual participation by
the students The teacher should see
experimentation as having an important place in
the past, present, and future of mankind and in
the educational process of the individual. ....
The classroom should be a place for doing simple
experiments, checking ideas, observing forces
at work.
Betts^/ says, "in short, a broad and rich back-
ground of experiences is a crucial factor in reading
achievement, contributing to critical interpretation,
anticipation of meaning, and the use of context clues
Two more authorities^/ in a field other than
science have the following to say about experiments:
Schools practicing the activity or project
method are a practical illustration of the
application of the theories of that group of
educational philosophers and leaders who insist
that the elementary school should be the school
of childhood, while the secondary schools should
be the school for adolescents. That is, the
distinction is based upon child nature rather
than simply upon graduation of subject-matter,
1/ Gerald S. Craig, Science for the Elementary School
Teacher , Boston: Ginn & Company, 1940, pp. 36-37.
2/ Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction ,
Boston: American Book Company, 1947, p. 303.
3/ Joseph S. Butterweck and J. Conrad Segars, An
Orientation Course in Education , Boston: HougliEoh
Mifflin Company, 1923, p. 353.

and the whole school regime is based upon natural
activity. It is believed by many students that
this program would enable public schools to per-
form their admitted functions in a much more
adequate manner.
Vinali/ in his book on Nature Recreation devotes the
first two chapters to the values of activities and ex-
periences with many more references in later pages.
HurdS/^ in a survey to determine the best methods of
teaching and learning, asked thirty-five science teachers
to rate teaching methods in the order which they con-
sidered best. Their choices were first, laboratory,
and secondly, lecture demonstration, with lectures, text-
book studies, and recitation following.
In a report of the Laboratory School of the
University of Chicago,y the following is said:
Science experiences of the children in
kindergarten and the primary grades are of four
types, each of which is important in helping
children build up desirable attitudes toward
their material environment together with some
elementary understandings. These four types of
experiences are spoken of as 'incidental ex-
periments,' 'planned experiments,' 'organized
units,' and 'experiments which grow out of
other school subjects.'
1/ William G. Vinal, Nature Recreation , New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1940, pp. 3-65.
2/ A. W. Hurd, Problems of the Science Teacher at the
College Level
,
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota,
Printing Press, 1939, pp. 9-10.
3/ Faculty of Laboratory School, Science Instruction in
Elementary and High School Grades , Publications of the
Laboratory School of the University of Chicago, Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, No. 7, (September, 1939).

In answer to the question "Why should science "be
taught in the elementary school", Vesta Holti/ says:
Two techniques are of preeminent importance;
observation of nature and controlled observation
or experiment The nature of experiments
which may be done successfully by children de-
pends on the development of the child and the
character of the question under discussion.
It should be stressed that there need be no conflict
between types of curriculum organization in general and
the science program. No "experience curriculum" for
example, would be complete without science experiences
and science must be "experienced."
In the field of social studies, Lacey^/ says as
to the place of experiences or activities in education;
A wide range of experiences or activities
must be provided to insure the maximum all-
around growth of the child in knowledges, skills,
habits, and attitudes. They include observing,
discussing, handling materials, experimenting,
exploring, constructing, planning and organizing
inside and outside the classroom* • • • •
1/ Vesta Holt, Paper presented to 23rd Annual Meeting
of the National Council on Elementary Science, San
Francisco, February 21, 1942,
2/ Joy M. Lacey, Teaching the Social Studies in the
Elementary School
,
Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing
Company, 1941, pp. 10 and 19*
•
SURVEY OP OTHER RELATED STUDIES
Since the system of organization of elementary
science in terms of principles was not fully recognized
until after the Thirty-first Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education was published,y
there have been few related papers produced. In one
of the studies, Reeki/ offers some findings of
particular value to this paper • While writing on
principles as found in elementary textbooks, she made
a study to determine the importance of the teaching of
science principles in terms of retention of learning.
She drew the conclusion that routine learning of un-
related facts was highly unsatisfactory in terms of
retention. Another important finding was that children
can generalize effectively at all levels, provided the
problems are at their interest, experience and maturity
level.
To date there have been no studies on science
experiments at the elementary level. Perhaps the closest
1/ Thirty-first Yearbook, op. cit., p. 176.
"%/ Doris L. Reek, ttA Study of the Principles of Science
Pound in Pour Elementary Series of Textbooks of Elementary
Science, w (Unpublished Master ! s thesis, the University of
Michigan, 1943) 183 p.

approach Is a paper by R. S. Byeri/ based on activities
found in workbooks at a junior high school level. Byers
In his analysis stated:
The workbooks were first inspected for all
science activities that could be carried on in
the classroom. These are both demonstrations
and experiments; but, for the purpose of this
study the word activities will be used to denote
both. This study is also limited to activities
which involve the usage of some apparatus or
equipment. This eliminates all activities which
are only pencil and paper and also those which
are limited to discussion*
There have been other studies based on principles,
but these too have been for the most part above the
elementary level and, therefore, have been of little
value to the writer in the preparation of this paper.
THE PROBLEM OP THIS INVESTIGATION
This investigation is an attempt to evaluate ex-
periments in terms of principles as found in four ele-
mentary textbook series. An experiment Is any process
in which an object or objects under observation exhibit
changes under controlled conditions. Further, an experi-
ment, often confused with an experience or activity, Is a
meaningful, controlled test where something may be generally
l/ R. S. Byers, nAn Analysis of Science Activities Appear-
ing in General Science Workbooks," (Unpublished Master ! s
thesis, Boston University, 1946) p. 12.
C
counted on to happen, whereas an experience or activity
may or may not necessarily be meaningful or controlled.
Practically speaking then, all experiments are experiences
or activities of one kind or another; but all experiences
and activities are not necessarily experiments education-
ally speaking, such as "having an accident 1* or "taking up
a dare." The investigator assumes then that any controlled
event is either a test or retest and therefore may be
considered to fall within the category of an experiment.
The scientific method is considered basic to all ex-
perimentation. The investigator further justifies ex-
periments as a desirable educational method with an old
adage which can hardly be refuted, "Experience is the
best teacher."
The subject-matter topics, experiments and principles
of this study are those found in four textbook series
written at the elementary level, grades I-VT. No reference
to work books or manuals is to be made. Three of the
series are in bound form, while the fourth consists of
forty-eight Unitexts.
This investigation will make a defensible assignment
of the topics and experiments to the principles of Jones.

The performance and discussion of these experiments should
help pupils of the grade levels I-VI in the understanding
of the principles of science.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this investigation is the listing of
experiments in eleven areas of science as found in four
elementary science series for grades I-VI, and the
defensible assignment of those experiments; first, to
subject-matter topics, and then to the principles which
the experiments represent*
C
CHAPTER II
ACCOUNT OP THE RESEARCH
RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this investigation is the assigning
of experiments as found in four elementary science text-
book series, grades I-VT, to their proper subject-matter
topics and then to their principles. These assignments
are to be made in eleven areas of science and are to be
readily defended in the terms of the definition of a
principle*
METHODS OP PROCEDURE
Manner of selecting books analyzed in this study .
—
The science textbook series were selected by the original
advisor and this investigator with the understanding that
these books were widely used, edited by reputable pub-
lishing companies, and the most recent series available
at the time the study was undertaken.
The following is a list of the science series used
in the study, with the key which serves as a guide in all
future references:
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A* Carpenter, Harry A., Bailey, Guy A., and others
THE RAINBOW SERIES , Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
1944-46
.
B. Fralsier, George W., Dolman, Helen, Van Noy,
Kathryne, THE SCIENTIFIC LIVING SERIES , Syracuse,
N. Y. : The L. W. Singer Company, 1937-44.
C. Craig, Gerald S. and others, OUR WORLD OF SCIENCE
SERIES , Boston: Ginn & Company, 1946.
D. Parker, Bertha M. and Blough, Glenn 0., THE
BASIC SCIENCE EDUCATION SERIES , Uni texts, New
York City: Row, Peterson and"~Company , 1941-47
•
Procedure for analyzing the books .— All the books
were carefully studied for possible experiments.
To be an experiment, the purpose of which is to solve
a problem, it is understood that there must be a process
in which an object or objects under observation exhibit
changes under controlled conditions. In this particular
investigation, with each experiment there must be di-
rection, either specific or implied, for the manipulation
of apparatus or the observation of the interaction of
living or non-living material within the classroom or
school yard. This assumes that one or more pupils may
do the entire experiment by following directions, that
discussion or reading alone are not sufficient, and that
some real action other then pencil and paper work must
be undertaken.
On first examination of the textbooks, all experiments
were listed by name and page on a single piece of paper
for each textbook. These papers were used in re-
c
examination of each book for experiments. At the time of re-
examination, each experiment was assigned first to a subject-
matter topic, then to a principle, and finally was noted
on a 3n x 5n card. In addition, the methods of application,
apparatus, or materials used in the experiments were noted
for the purpose of showing the variety of experiments which
might be used to illustrate that particular principle.
The experiments also were noted on a master sheet of
graph paper so that in summarizing, the frequency of ex-
periments by textbook series could be determined*
The assignment of experiments to subject-matter topics
and principles was further validated by Dr. John G. Read,
Associate Professor of Science Education in the School of
Education, Boston University; Milton Biller, science
instructor, Central Junior High School, Quincy, Massachu-
setts; and Reay E. Sterling, science instructor, South
Junior High School, Quincy, Massachusetts. All of these
men have had much experience in the teaching of general
science, and their comments have been most helpful to
this investigator.
Originally it was intended that the principles of
Robertsoai/ should be used entirely. However, upon
1/ Martin L. Robertson, ttThe Selection of Science Principles
Suitable as Goals of Instruction in the Elementary School,
"
Science Education , XIX (February, 1935) pp. 1-4; (April,
1935} pp. 65-70.
A
examination of other related studies, the principles set
forth by Jones seemed to illustrate the point in a
much more simple language, and since she had divided
these principles into subject-matter topics, her principles
were adopted, with occasional reference to those of
Robertson§/ and Wise. As the research progressed, it
became more and more evident that subject-matter topics
were becoming invaluable in the assigning of experiments
to principles, and so subject-matter topics also have
been introduced into this study as an important part in
the final analysis of these series.
FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY
On the following pages are found the results of this
survey as illustrated in tabular form. The data in-
cluded the frequency of experiments as they were found to
be related to the various principles for each science
series as well as the various methods of application or
materials which might be used to illustrate each
principle.
1/ Ruth V. Jones, nA Study of the Principles of Science
Found in Ninth Grade Textbooks of General Science,™ (Un-
published Master's thesis, University of Michigan, 1946).
2/ Robertson, Loc. Cit.
3/ Harold E. Wise, WA Determination of the Relative Importanc
of Principles of Physical Science for General Education, w
Science Education , XXV (December, 1941) pp. 371-379; XXVI
(January, 1942) pp. 8-12.

INTERPRETATION OF THE TABLES I - XI
The tables may "be interpreted as follows - each
table Is set off by a Roman numeral according to that
particular related science topic found within the table.
Under the heading "Principles with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments,** is listed each principle
of the indicated topic, denoted by an Arabic number.
Methods or materials used in an experiment which has
SE*«i i
been applied to the preceding principle are indicated by
small letters of the alphabet.
Opposite the principle and under the heading
"Elementary Science Series Analyzed" are to be found
x's, indicating the presence of an experiment for that
series, A, B, C, and D if it so occurred* In the right-
hand column is the total number of experiments found,
related to the given principle. Still in the right-hand
column, but opposite the methods or materials used in
associated experiments, is the information giving the
number of times each method or material was used by
each series, and finally the total in all series.

Table I* Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments pertain-
ing to Air as found in four elementary science
series
•
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci.
Series
Analyzed
A B C D
Total
No.
of
Exps.
1. The pressure of the air is exerted
equally in all directions
a. Punch a hole near the bottom of
a can whose top is out. Put
finger over hole, fill with water,
and cover top tightly with card-
board.
b. Try to fill a test tube with
water through a funnel in a one-
hole stopper.
c. Fill a U tube half full of water
and then blow in one end to see if
air will flow around a corner.
d. Using two jars of water and a
rubber tube, make a siphon.
e. Fill a small-necked bottle full of
water, put paper over top, turn
upside down; later remove paper.
f. Fill can full of water and put
cover on. The can has two holes -
one at the bottom and one in the
middle. Keep fingers over both
holes till cover is on, then re-
move. Put finger back on upper
hole •
g. Peel hard-boiled egg which is to
be put in neck of milk bottle after
paper fire has been started in
bottle.
h. Invert full bottle of water in a
pan of water. Use different size
bottles.
i. Make a mecurial barometer.
XXX
1 1
1 1
111
1
1
25
1
1
1
2
1
1

Table I. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments pertain-
ing to Air as found in four elementary science
series
•
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
j. Try to drink through straw in-
serted in a one-hole stopper in
bottle of milk or water.
k. Fill glass full of water, cover
top with paper, turn upside down
and remove hand* Repeat, using
cheesecloth.
1. Show how a medicine dropper does
work for us.
nu Squeeze bulb of medicine dropper
on your forehead and try to make
it stick.
n. Stand bottle full of air upside
down in pan of water. Put one
end of clean rubber tube up into
bottle and suck on other end.
o. Try to pour water out of one-hole
stoppered test tube.
p. Lift plate of glass held by the
rubber cap of a dart.
q. Start siphon going and try chang-
ing direction of flow by changing
heights of water in the two bowls
of water.
r. Show how air can do work for us
by putting a book on a paper bag
and then blowing up bag to raise
book.
s. Blow strip of paper curved over
pencil to show how paper rises.
1
1
1
1
1

Table I. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments pertain-
ing to Air as found in four elementary science
series
•
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci.
Series
Analyzed
A BC D
Total
No»
of
Exps.
2. Increasing the pressure on a con-
fined gas decreases its volume, and
reducing pressure allows volume to
increase.
a* Fill a bottle one third full of
water and place one-hole stopper
with piece of long tapered glass
tubing (taper at top) into
bottle and blow.
b. Invert funnel over small cork in
beaker full of water. Blow on
end of funnel and watch cork.
c. Put match held by clay in funnel,
invert it in water and push down.
Take out and see if it is affected
by water.
3. Air and other gases tend to expand
until they occupy all portions of the
containing vessel.
a. Fill a basketball solidly with air,
then with rubber tubing connect
inflated ball to a deflated ball
and allow the pressure to be
equalized.
4. Gases expand when heated and con-
tract when cooled.
a. Pour half cup of water into syrup
can and heat till steam is pro-
duced. Put in cork and cool with
cold water. Observe results.
1
1
2
1
XXX
1
3
5
32
#
•
Table I. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments pertain-
ing to Air as found in four elementary science
series
•
Principles El. Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No*
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
b# Put rubber balloon over open
end of pyrex bottle and heat bottle
with a candle.
c. Use a thin-walled flask fitted with
one-hole stopper and long glass
tube. Hold flask so as to heat with
hands upside down with tubing in-
serted into pan of water.
1
1
1
1
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Table II» Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Astronomy as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No*
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
1* All planets in the solar system
revolve around the sun.
a. Using a basketball and globe,
show how the earth revolves
about the sun.
b. Place a light in the center
of a six-foot radius chalk
circle and move a globe around
showing the earth 1 s path.
2. The nearer one body is to another,
the stronger is the pull of its
gravitation.
a. Tie an eraser to a piece of
string and let one pupil turn
around swinging it as fast as
he can. Let the eraser be the
moon and the string be the
force of the earth 1 s gravity
which prevents the moon from
flying off into space.
I»
Table III* Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Earth 1 s Surface as found in four
elementary science series*
Principles El* Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C t) Exps •
1* In general, the farther below the
surface a stratum of rock lies,
the older it is*
a. Show how layers of earth are
formed by adding successively
mud and sand to a bowl of
water.
2. Running water, wind, glaciers, and
other agencies are constantly moving
soil and rocks from higher levels
to lower levels.
a. Make a hill of soil patted down
firmly and then pour water on it
slowly to see if the water will
cut the soil away.
b. Drop water on a mixture of sand,
clay and pebbles to see how
erosion affects it*
3. The surface of the earth is con-
stantly changing.
a. Examine under a microscope
different soils to see what
forces may have produced them.
4. All bodies are attracted to the
earth by a force called gravity.
a. Jump up in the air any number
of times and see if the re-
sults are any different any
time.
b. Throw a ball up into the air.
1
1
X X X X
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
8
2
1
1V
Table III. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Earth 1 s Surface as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
c
.
d.
e
f.
g
Throw a cap out the window.
Tie a string to a nail and
allow the nail to hang down.
Cut the string.
Pour water from one glass to
another.
Find force of gravity on a block
by weighing it.
Throw a toy plane up.
1
1
1
1
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Table IV. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Fire and Heat as found in four
elementary science series
•
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
1. Solids, liquids and gases expand
when heated and contract when
cooled.
a. Heat a stoppered bottle partly
full of water till it forces
the cork out.
b. Heat water to watch the gas
in it expand and leave the
water.
c. Partially fill a balloon with
air and suspend over radiator.
Observe later.
d. Use a ball and ring (metals)
•
e. Make an air thermometer using
a flask, one-hole stopper and
tubing - the end of the tubing
to be below the surface of
colored water in a pan. Heat,
using the hands on the flask.
f • Bring a balloon in from the
cold and measure; put over
radiator and measure again.
g. Fill a flask full of colored
water and put in a one-hole
stopper and tubing and heat.
h. Wrap a wire tightly around a
pipe and check for looseness,
then heat and recheck for loose-
ness •
i. Stretch an iron wire between
(1) two nails and mark the
lowest point, then connect
cells to the ends of the
wire and after a few minutes
heating, recheck.
x x
1
1
2
1
1
1
17
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Table IV. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Fire and Heat as found in four
elementary science series.
Princ iples
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
k.
1.
m.
(2) Disconnect cells and put
ice on the wire and recheck.
Hang a cold wire of iron from
(1) A clamp with a weight at-
tached and just brushing the
floor. Next place wire and
all near radiator or in sun
and swing weight every 15
minutes to check length of
wire.
(2) Rub wire with ice and re-
check.
Fill a bottle full of water
(1) Insert one-hole rubber
stopper with extended glass
tubing. Tie string at water
level then heat water by
putting in pan of boiling
water.
(2) Move string to new water
level and put bottle in pan
of ice water after cooling -
note new level.
Blow up and tie balloon, check
size, place near radiator, then
on ice, again check size.
Put bottle (with one-hole stopper
and piece of glass tubing with
acute angle bend) outside where
it could get very cold. Then
bring it in and put endof tubing
in water and warm. Use hands to
speed it up.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
44
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Table IV. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Fire and Heat as found in four
elementary science series*
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
T
2. The sun is the earth's most im-
portant source of heat.
a. Stand near window in sun's rays,
then draw shade to notice any
difference in heat.
b. Explain why snowman in school
yard disappeared.
c. Place thermometer in sun and
in shade and compare temperatures.
d. Feel different things that have
been warmed by the sun.
3. A fuel burns only if heated to its
kindling temperature in air.
a. Place air-tight jar over burn-
ing wood to see what happens
when there is no air.
b. Same as above, using candle.
c. Place four different size jars
over lighted candles and see
what they use and must have in
burning
•
Make some carbon dioxide by mix-
ing baking soda, water and then
vinegar together and inserting
lighted candle into container.
Pour water on fire to reduce
kindling temperature and cut
off air.
Put sand on a fire.
Lower a candle into a bottle of
carbon tetrachloride vapor*
Put out a candle with a candle
snuffer.
d.
f.
h.
XXX
1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
cc
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Table IV. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Fire and Heat as found in four
elementary science series*
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A BC D Exps •
4. Whenever two bodies having dif-
ferent temperatures are in contact,
the warmer body gives some of its
heat energy to the colder.
a. Heat different spoons in water
and see how the water transfers
heat to the metals
b. Heat one end of metal rod over
a candle flame. Have small
amounts of paraffin located along
metal rod to see how rod conducts
and gives heat to paraffin.
c. Heat pan of water to 120°, taking
reading of thermometer in water
and on wall. Leave for some time
and recheck.
d. Put two pans in sun, one full of
sand, and other full of soil on
which moss and small plants are
growing. Keep record of tempera-
ture from thermometers stuck down
in each pan.
e. Heat glass to see if it is a good
or a poor conductor of heat.
f. See how heat of flame is conducted
by wood.
g. Hold test tube of boiling water
with a strip of paper to show how
paper conducts heat.
h. Fill two bottles with hot water,
stopper both, wrap one in woolen
material, the other leave as is.
At end of hour see which has
transferred its heat most readily.
1
1
10
1
2
1
1
1
6
Table IV* Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Fire and Heat as found in four
elementary science series*
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El* Sci. Total
Series No*
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
i* Use three ten-inch rods - one
of copper, one of iron, and one
of glass* Put, using wax* a
marble three inches from end of
each rod and told end of each in
flame to see which carries heat
the best*
5* Heat increases speed of evaporation
a* Wet blackboard, cover part with
glass plate, observe which area
dries first.
b. Place two containers of water,
one on radiator and one in un-
heated spot*
c. Wet blackboards and observe
evaporation*
d. Put pan of water on table and
check next day*
e* Heat water to make molecules
escape faster*
f* Boil water to speed evaporation
g* Put water on blackboard in two
patches and fan one*
h. Using two damp patches of cloth
of equal size, put one in cool
place and one in warm place and
see which dries first*
6. Most substances can be changed
from one state to another by being
heated or cooled*
a* On a warm day moisture from
air will condense on glass of
icewater*
x x x x
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
10
1
1
2
1
2
x x x x 21
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Table IV. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist "by means of experiments per-
taining to Fire and Heat as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
b. Make some ice in a pan of
water. 1
c. Watch steam come from a pot. 1
d. Bring snow into room and ex-
plain its disappearance or
change • 1
e. Melt ice, then boil to steam*
f. Put rubber band around glass
at water level, let stand for
day or two.
g. Dissolve salt in pan of water
and allow to evaporate.
h. By leaving pan of water out of
doors, it may freeze or evaporate.
Try to explain why. 1
i. Condense steam on cold object. 1
j. Heat pan of water and collect
water on cold pan held above
in steam,
k. Melt snow in school room.
1. Set several pans of water
around room and observe next
day.
m. Put jar of water outside window
in winter,
n. Boil water to make steam (change
of form only.)
o. Blow breath on cold object and
watch condensation. 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
r
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Table IV. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Fire and Heat as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
7. Whenever one surface is moved over
another, there is always friction
which always results in the trans-
formation of some of the mechanical
energy of the moving object into
heat energy and in the wearing away
of some of each surface.
a. Rub your hands together for a
few seconds.
b. Write on blackboard with chalk.
c. Try writing on smooth glass and
then on frosted glass.
d. Produce fire from friction of
striking flint.
e. Rub eraser while you count to
twenty, then put it to your lips.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Table V. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Light as found in four elementary
science series
.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
1. When light strikes an opaque object,
a shadow is formed behind the
object.
a. Show how shadow formed using
an opaque object and sun light.
b. How does drawing a shade af-
fect light in a room?
c. With fist closed, at arms
length to represent moon, show
how an eclipse of sun occurs.
d. With fist closed, at arms
length to represent moon, show
how an eclipse of moon occurs.
e. Explain night and day by showing
night is really shadow of earth.
Stand in dark room in focus of
single light and turn around
slowly telling comparative times
of the day and night.
f. Show phases of moon, by first
covering globe with paper and
making moon face on half of it.
Next in dark room, move globe
or moon around a directed light.
Shadows make moon appear as it
really does.
g. In a darkened room hold a flash-
light on selected pupil - see
where shadow has formed and ex-
plain why.
x
1
1
X
1
1
1
1 1
9
2
1
1
1
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Table V. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Light as found in four elementary
science series*
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
2. When sunlight is passed through a
glass prism, the primary colors
separate, each being bent a dif-
ferent amount according to its
wave length.
a. Catch a ray of sunlight in a
prism.
3. When light strikes a surface, part
of it is reflected from the surface.
a. In a darkened room turn the desk
light on to represent sun and let
globe be moon. With the light
off, globe cannot be seen, in-
dicating the moon can only be
seen through reflection of light.
b. Reflect light from mirror on wall.
c. Stand before mirror and see how
sunlight is reflected from you to
mirror and back, as it is from
the moon.
d. Have a ray of light apparently
invisible coming into room, then
clap two erasers together near
it to show how light reflects
from those objects in the air
otherwise invisible.
4. Light travels in straight lines.
a. Try to see light through two
pieces of cardboard having a
small hole in each.
b. Let sun's light come through
small opening to see if it
spreads or comes in a straight
line.
XXX
1 2
X
4
4
1
1
1
2
•
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Table V. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist "by means of experiments per-
taining to Light as found in four elementary
science series*
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
5. Images in a plane mirror are erect
and reversed.
a. Observe a friend at an angle
in a mirror.
b. Construct a periscope working
on this principle.
6. A ray of light that strikes a
mirror perpendicularly to its
surface is reflected straight
back from the mirror.
a. Observe one ! s self in a
mirror
•
b. Place a pane of glass against
a dark background and observe
yourself in it as in a mirror.
7. The intensity of light decreases
as the square of the distance from
its source increases,
a. Fasten twenty-seven candles on
a piece of glass and light them
to represent amount of light re*
ceived on the earth, then blow
out twenty-six to represent the
amount received on Jupiter.
8. Light colors absorb less light
than dark colors,
a. Let small ray of sunlight
through curtain to shine on
(1) piece of white paper*
(2) piece of black paper.
x
1
X
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
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Table V. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Light as found in four elementary
science series.
Principles El. Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
9. Dark colored, rough, or unpolished
surfaces absorb light more rapidly
than light colored, smooth, or
polished surfaces. x
a. Place a mirror in the sun and
see if it gets hot. 1
b. Look for a list and check the
properties of all objects
which reflect light. 1
1 j
2
1
1
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Table VI • Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist "by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles El. Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
1. Living things reproduce their kind,
and by this means life continues
from age to age. x
a. Take seeds from pumpkins and
apples • 1
b. Plant and watch bean seeds
develop.
2. No animal or plant is ever exactly
like any other animal or plant. x
a. Compare a horse-chestnut bud
with a maple bud. 1
3. Green plants, using energy of the
sun, make food out of water and
carbon dioxide. x
a. Cover grass with wood for
several weeks, then observe. 1
b. Move a plant so as to observe
how it turns its leaves to the
sun. 1
c. Grow two plants in different
pots, give both sun, water, etc.
but cut leaves from one to show
that without green material to
make food, the plant cannot live. 1
d. Heat to drive off moisture to see
if our food vegetables contain
any carbon - potato, carrot, let-
tuce, and bean - and which has
produced the most food or has the
greatest carbon content. 1
e. Test plants to see if they have
produced or contain fats - suet,
celery, carrot, potato, peanut,
and walnut.
X
1
X
1
1
X
2:
1
1
1
1
8
1
a
i
i
i
-
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Table VI. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles El. Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
f. Grow two plants, one in sunshine
and the other not.
g. Plant a dozen onions and pull up
one a week to see how food is
being produced.
4. All living things have certain ac-
tivities called functions; these are:
sensation, motion, respiration, food-
taking, digestion, absorption, circu-
lation, assimilation, excretion, and
reproduction. x
a. Pick off shell but do not break
white lining of big end of egg,
insert glass tube in small hole
in other end and seal with wax.
Place big end in bottle full of
water and after two days check
level of water in tube. Shows
assimilation - how food passes
through walls of blood vessels.
b. Show how digestion of certain
foods takes place in mouth by
dissolving sugar in water and
checking and by tasting the
solution after filtering.
c. Check starch for digestion in
mouth and in water, by mixing
starch and water, shaking,
filtering, and testing with
iodine test.
d. Run same test as above, only
cook starch first to see if
cooking aids digestion.
1
X
1
1
1
1
!
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
1
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Table VI. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series*
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
5.
b.
e. Run similar test, testing cracker
for starch, have pupil chew cracker
five minutes, then test remains for
starch.
f. Examine with microscope underside
of leaf to see openings through
which gases enter and leave.
g. Rub grease on leaves of plant to
see if respiration goes on in
plants.
All living things require food;
with few exceptions, all need air;
all must have water,
a. Make an indoor garden to deter-
mine best conditions for a
later outdoor garden.
Soak lima bean and take cover
off to show stored food ready
to serve the tiny new plant.
Prepare bread mold by placing
in wet paper in warm protected
spot for three days. Use dry
air and heat with one part and
cool air and moisture with the
other and observe.
Plant some hyacinth bulbs in
soil and water; plant some
narcissus bulbs on pebbles.
Feed a toad flies and water.
Raise mice and learn what is
necessary to keep them alive.
Take proper care of plants.
Show how food stored in roots
helps plant to live by putting
top sections of carrot or turnip
in water and see it sprout.
d.
e.
f.
g*
h.
XXX
1
1
111
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
21
1
1
3
1
1
1
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Table VI. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series*
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
6.
i.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
Plant a section of potato,
water, and after ten days dig
up to see what has become of
potato section.
To prove moisture is major
constituent of potato
(1) slice, peel, and rub on
piece of glass;
(2) trace outline of potato
and leave several days.
Plant window boxes.
Show how plants must have air
by starting a garden plant in
can, then adding so much water
it will be entirely covered.
Put some yeast in sugar and
water and let stand in warm
place. Later examine under
microscope for budding.
Add yeast to grape juice.
Bring a pet to school for
several days.
A continuing supply of water is
needed by all animals and plants
during their growing season.
a. In forcing buds allow one
group of buds heat, light
and water; another, heat,
and water; another, heat and
light; and the fourth, light
and water.
b. Plant a sweet potato in water
c. Using two plants of same size,
water one regularly, and the
other not at all.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
x x x x 14
1
1
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Table VI • Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
d. Place seeds on blotter (edge
in water) and between two
layers of glass to produce
roots and root hairs and thus
see how root hairs supply a
plant with water.
e. Feel a narcissus bulb, plant,
and feel again after several
weeks. Cut in half to help
explain why it is soft.
f. Plant some seeds in a glass
dish with soil, water and
watch them grow.
g. Start some lima bean seeds by
soaking them overnight in water.
h. Raise narcissus by being sure
they have water.
i. Plant two corn kernels in row
next to porous water container.
Cut down through soil for cross
sectional view of roots when the
plants have grown eight to ten
inches
•
j. Put seeds on damp blotters in
saucers and grow seedlings,
k. Get seeds started enough by
soaking in water that coverings
may be removed and small plants
within examined. Do this with
corn, lima beans, and any other
large seeds; also peanut, English
walnut and grapefruit.
7. All living creatures in given region
must be adapted to climate of region.
a. Make desert and forest aquarium.
b. Make a home for a snail.
c. Make a terrarium for a frog.
d. Make a woodland and bog aquarium.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
9
1
1
1
1
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Table VI • Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
e. Make a terrarium for a spider.
f. Make a plain terrarium.
g. Check animals to see how they
are adapted to the seasons.
Fall - animal coats are heavier,
squirrels storing food. Spring -
shedding, nesting, losing
feathers, etc.
8. All living creatures are more or
less automatically adapted to en-
vironment.
a. Examine a horse chestnut.
b. Examine a worm under micro-
scope to see how adapted to
crawling.
c. Prepare some jelly mold by
putting the jelly in a small
container in a warm dark closet.
Observe and study.
9. The life of all creatures depends
directly or indirectly on food
substances provided by green plants,
a. Place grasshopper in cage with
few green leaves and watch it
eat.
10. All life involves a constant suc-
cession of changes.
a. Care for tomato caterpillar
through the winter.
b. Examine cocoon under micro-
scope to see how it is made.
c. Develop a cocoon to a
caterpillar.
d. Raise tadpoles.
x
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
XXX
1
1
3 21115
1
22
1
1
5
8
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Table VI. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
e. Grow mosquitoes to notice
variety of changes.
f. Raise white mice, rabbits,
or guinea pigs.
g. Raise marigolds.
h. Set up an ant colony so as
to watch the ants at work.
11. Complex organisms have many dif-
ferent parts and structures, each
of which has its own special work
to do for the good of the whole
organism.
a. Study pupil of a person^ eye
in dark and bright light.
b. Count heart beats before and
after running up and down
stairs.
12. In asexual reproduction, new
individuals are produced by the
division of the original in-
dividual into two small in-
dividuals.
a. Place drop of stagnant pond
water under slide of micro-
scope and observe cells
dividing or reproducing them-
selves •
13. All living things are composed of
very small units called cells*
a. Scrape inside of cheek gently
with knife and place on slide
under microscope to see dead
cells
•
1 1
1
1
1
1
x
1
2
1
1
6
-
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Table VI. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
b. Examine thin outer skin of an
onion under a microscope for
cells.
c. Examine Elodea leaf under a
microscope •
d. Examine a drop of blood under
a microscope.
e. Look at pond scum under a
microscope.
14. All living things require energy
in the form of food.
a. Seeds of plants change starch
to sugar in order to get energy
to grow. Check a kernel of
corn for starch and again after
it has grown for several days.
b. Check cross section of maple
and compare results with test
made in the fall.
15. Plants and animals are
indirectly dependent on
a. Check reaction of p
different kinds of
eight pots, plant c
beans in sand, clay
and loam.
b. Plant one kind of s
many different soil
brought to school,
soil affects plants
directly or
the soil,
lants to
soil. Using
orn and
i humus,
eed in as
s as can be
to see if
16. Living things have become adapted to
wide ranges of physical conditions,
a. Collect milkweed pod and try
blowing seeds. Make blueprint.
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
i
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Table VI. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
17.
18.
The power of reproduction is one
of the characteristics of plants
and animals, but the modes of
reproduction vary.
a
b.
d.
e.
f.
h.
i.
Start willows or geraniums by
putting cuttings in water.
Cut off cap of mushroom, place
under glass and allow to set
several days. Later pick up
and observe spores.
Watch spider live, spin web,
and produce eggs in a bag.
Plant pot of soil from garden
and one from woods - give nor-
mal care and see what happens.
Same as above, but water only one.
Raise plants by
(1) slipping
(2) narcissus bulbs in pebbles
(3) daffodils in soil
(4) from roots
(5) from leaves
(6) nasturtiums from seeds
(7) grapefruit seeds.
Plant onion or tulip in dirt.
Plant seeds collected in fall.
Set a hen on eggs.
Observe and count number of seeds
of apple, ear of corn, green bean,
pumpkin, and cat-tail.
In the presence of sunlight, ehloro-
plasts of green plants convert carbon
dioxide and water into sugar and
starch, and liberate oxygen, thus
directly or indirectly producing
practically all the food in the world.
1 1
1 1
7
1
1
21
5
2
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
9
•
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Table VI. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
a. To prove starch in leaves -
boil leaves in alcohol, wash
in water, add iodine. Turn
dark blue if starch present.
b. Prove without sunlight leaves
make no starch by pinning milk-
bottle caps over geranium leaves
then run starch test.
c. Prove plants give off oxygen by
putting water plants in jar full
of water and inverting in pan of
water. After two or three days
test gas in jar for oxygen with
glowing splint.
d. Test to see if starch produced
and stored - cornstarch, potato,
maple twig, carrot, turnip, beet,
flour, apple, peas, nuts, corn.
e. Test for sugar by tasting potato,
beet, carrot, turnip.
f. Grow plant for while under nor-
mal conditions, then put it in
dark place with otherwise regular
treatment.
19. Bacteria, by means of enzymes, cause
chemical changes in substances from
which they secure their nutrition:
thus fermentation, putrefaction,
decomposition, and decay are largely
results of bacterial processes.
2
1
3
1
€
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Table VI. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Living Things as found in four
elementary science series.
i
Principles El. Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
a. Place four disks of potato in
four jars and boil fifteen
minutes to remove impurities.
Put cover on the first, put a
hair on the second, have a fly
walk across the third, and put
dust on the fourth. Cover all
and leave in a warm place. Ob-
serve bacteria growing in all
but the first.
b. Using three closed dishes con-
taining jelly, expose one to air,
add water to second, and add dust
to third. Observe for bacteria
colony under a microscope.
20. Those organisms are most likely to
survive and reproduce that have
structures best fitted to their
environments. x
a. Dig up a buttercup and study. 1
b. Take apart a horsechestnut
bud or any other bud and study. 1
c. Dig up and take apart a dande-
lion for study.
4
X
1
1
X
2
4
1
5
1
2
2
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Table VII. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Magnetism and Electricity as found
in four elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No*
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
cork as mast
magnet about
is in and it
2. Any magnet sets up lines of force
about the poles of the magnet.
a. Test the following materials -
steel, glass and wood as the
core of an electro-magnet to
see which are magnetic and
therefore set up the strongest
lines of force about them.
b. Try picking up tacks with any
part of a magnet.
1. Magnetic energy, or magnetism, ex-
tends in all directions from a
magnet through the space around it.
a. A magnet will work through paper
and under water. 1
b. Watch tacks jump to a magnet. 2
c. Test magnetism through cloth,
wood, glass, copper, brass,
aluminum, and water. 1
d. Hold an electrically charged
wire over a compass. 1
e. Try a magnet through paper and
glass (with electro-magnet) • 1
f. Make paper boat about a cork -
stick needle through paper into
and sail. Now move
edge of pan the boat
will sail without wind.
g. Show the magnetic field of an
electro-magnet, using iron filings
on paper.
h. Check the power of iron against
steel as a magnet by seeing how
many tacks can be picked up by each.
x 11
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
*
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Table VII. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Magnetism and Electricity as found
in four elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
c •
d.
f.
Sprinkle iron filings over a
glass plate, then bring ends of
horseshoe magnet up underneath.
Break a bar magnet or horseshoe
magnet and see how it affects
its magnetism.
Bring an electro-magnet made of
a spike down over a compass to
see if it has poles.
Same as above, using permanent
magnet.
3.
4.
The electrical pressure on a body
becomes greater when the charge on
the body is made greater.
a. Show effect of arranging two
cells in series compared to
parallel on an electro-magnet.
b. Using an electro-magnet, connect
two cells in series to see if
the electro-magnet will pick up
more tacks than when a lone cell
is used.
c. Connect cells in series to see if
they will make bell ring louder.
The magnitude of an induced e.m.f. is
proportional to the rate at which the
number of lines of magnetic force
change and to the number of turns of
wire in the coil,
a. Make an electro-magnet and
test by varying the number of
turns about a spike.
1 1
1
1
1
XXX
1 1
1
X X X X
1112
2
1
2
1
4
1
2
1
•r
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Table VII • Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Magnetism and Electricity as found
in four elementary science series.
Principles El, Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
When a magnet is allowed to float
freely, it will turn until it points
north and south (magnetic north and
south)
•
a. Magnetize a needle and suspend
it by thread so that it swings
freely,
b. Suspend a balanced bar magnet,
allowing it to swing freely,
c. Magnetize a needle and set it
floating freely on a cork in a
pan of water.
An electrical current may be pro-
duced in three ways: by rubbing,
or friction; by chemical action;
and by us0 of magnets,
a. Produce static electricity by
rubbing comb or pen or glass
rod with silk and try picking
up bits of paper,
b. Make a Voltaic cell - materials
zinc, copper strips, sulphuric
acid, glass container, wire and
bell.
c. Rub fur, flannel, and silk in
turn on glass rod and sealing
wax to see what occurs,
d. Magnetize a screwdriver by
stroking it on one end of bar
magne t
,
e. Rub fountainpen on sleeve then
try picking up bits of paper.
f. Put tiny pieces of paper on
table between two books. Place
glass over paper and rub glass
with silk,
g. Rub a comb with wool.
X X
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
2
2
x 10
1 2
1
1
2
1 1
1 1
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Table VII. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Magnetism and Electricity as found
in four elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
7. Unlike electrical charges attract
and like electrical charges repel
each other.
a. Further experiment with comb
that has been rubbed with wool
to first show how paper bits are
attracted then repelled.
b. Make small plane from aluminum
foil. Attract it with a hard
rubber rod just rubbed with fur.
Let plane be charged by being at-
tracted and consequently repelled,
then the plane can be literally
flown anywhere near the end of
the repelling rod.
c. Rub glass rod with fur and show
how a pith ball will be first at-
tracted then repelled by charge
in rod.
d. Electro-plate copper.
8. Like magnetic poles repel each other
and unlike magnetic poles attract
each other.
a. Bring one end of magnet to one
end of compass, then reverse
magnet.
b. Lay the ends of two bar magnets
marked s toward each other; re-
verse tEe ends of one.
c. Suspend bar magnet and bring
another toward it - try other
end of suspended bar.
d. Bring two horseshoe magnets
together and then reverse them.
1 1
1 1
x x x x 9
2 1 3
I 1
II 2
1 1

Table VII. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Magnetism and Electricity as found
in four elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Scl. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
f.
See if an electro-magnet and
a permanent magnet will react
the same way.
Lay two cylindrical bar magnets
down together - reverse them.
9. Whenever electric currents flow
through conductors, some of the
electrical energy is changed to
heat energy, and sometimes some of
it is changed to light energy.
a. Using two cells in series and
insulated copper wire, splice
in between the circuit some
fine iron wire.
b. Scrape two ends of an insulated
wire and connect to dry cell»
Carefully note heat near the
exposed terminals.
10. All wires carrying an electric
current resist the flow of the
current
•
a. Complete- a circuit between
a bell and a cell using a
jackknife blade, chalk, gold,
cloth, copper and a nail to
see if they are conductors.
x x
1
1
1
1
X X
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Table VIII. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Matter and Energy as found in
four elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
1. All matter exists as a solid, a
liquid or a gas.
a. Using a small piece of rock,
a cupful of water, and a bottle
filled only with air, place the
rock in the bottle and add the
water. Observe to see shape or
position assumed by the three
types of materials.
2. All matter has weight and takes
up space.
a. Invert a glass and push it
down into a bowl of water,
comparing levels.
b. Weigh a basketball empty and
then filled with compressed air.
Do the same with a football.
c. Try to pour water through a
small glass funnel into an
otherwise air-tight bottle.
d. Invert glass with cork inside
down into bowl of water and
compare levels.
e. Crumple a paper and put it so
it won't fall out of the bottom
of a glass and invert in a deep
pan of water. Does the paper
get wet?
f. To prove air takes up space,
thrust a bottle sideways under
water.
3. Matter can be changed in form but
cannot be created or destroyed,
a. Put a spike in water and see
if it will rust.
XXX
1 1
2
1
1
X
1
9
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

Table VIII. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Matter and Energy as found in
four elementary science series.
64
Principles El. Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
4. Molecules of one kind of matter
are never exactly like the mole-
cules of any other kind.
a. Break different minerals and
test for hardness on glass
,
also check fractures.
b. Find feldspar and check its
fracture and hardness.
c. Find out how mercury and
iron are different.
d. Compare salt crystals to sugar.
5. All molecules of same kind of
matter are alike.
a. Study salt crystals under a
reading glass after water of
salt water evaporated.
b. Dissolve in cup of boiling
water as much alum as possible,
then lay stick across top of
container and a string from
stick to solution on which alum
crystals should form on cooling,
c. Examine snow crystals.
X X X
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
4
2
2
2
2
6. All molecules are constantly moving
in all directions.
a. Pour equal amounts of water into
two jars with different sized
openings and see what occurs in
two days' time.
b. Try drying a wadded tov/el and
one that is spread out.
x x
2
1
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Table VIII • Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Matter and Energy as found in
four elementary science series.
Principles El. Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
7.
8.
9.
Water in nature in never absolutely
pure, but contains some substances
in solution and some other sub-
stances that will not dissolve in
it. Some minerals dissolve in water,
a. Try dissolving sugar, salt, and
sand in water.
In any machine, the greater the dis-
tance the force moves as compared
with the distance the weight moves,
the greater is the mechanical ad-
vantage.
a. Operate a single fixed pulley.
b. Operate a single movable pulley.
c. Operate one fixed and one movable
pulley.
d. Arrange several strands on block
and tackle.
The product of the force times the
distance through which it moves is
the same as the product of the re-
sistance times the distance through
which it moves.
Make a seesaw.
Move heavy objects using a broom
handle or long stick as lever.
Make seesaw, and using different
weights work out law of levers.
Lift a box with a jack screw.
Using an inclined plane, show
how the force of gravity working
on a weight can cause a heavier
object to be moved up the plane.
a.
b.
d.
e.
x
1
1
X X
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
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Table VIII. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Matter and Energy as found in
four elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
10. The smoother the surface the less
friction there will be between it
and an object moving over it.
a. Using a spring balance to
record force, pull a block
over a smooth table, then
over sandpaper.
11. A pure chemical substance may be
prepared from raw materials
through utilization of their
physical and chemical properties,
a. Distil water and see if it
removes the impurities.
12. Every pure sample of any substance,
whether simple or compound, will
show the same physical properties
and the same chemical behavior.
a. Collect rocks and break them
open to show the different
physical properties.
b. Prepare carbon dioxide, add
vinegar and soda, put glowing
splint in gas formed.
c. Pass carbon dioxide through
limewater
•
d. Make fire extinguisher with
soda, vinegar, and water.
e. Test limestone for carbon di-
oxide by putting hydrochloric
acid on it.
f. Pass breath into limewater to
test for carbon dioxide.
g. Put lighted charcoal in bottle
with limewater and shake after
burning has stopped.
X 1
1 1
X X 2
1 1 2
X X X 31
1 2
1 3 1 5
1 1
1 1
1 1 2
1 3 5
1
1
1
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Table VIII • Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Matter and Energy as found in
four elementary science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
h. Burn a candle under a jar in-
verted in water to prove air is
approximately one-fifth oxygen.
i. Melt and pour sulphur into water
and observe physical change.
j. Use litmus paper to show limewater
is a base and vinegar an acid.
k. Use Fehling solution in testing
for sugar.
1. Heat cornstarch until carbon and
water are formed in test tube.
m. Heat iodine crystals to show a
physical change.
n. Test properties of mercury and
oxygen prepared from mecuric oxide.
o. Test properties of iron and sul-
phur and the product when they
have been heated together.
p. Make and test oxygen prepared
from potassium chlorate.
q. Make nitrogen by burning phos-
phorus on a cork floating under
an inverted jar.
r. Hold a white plate over a candle
to collect carbon.
s. Prepare charcoal and coal gas by
distructive distillation of coal.
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
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Table IX* Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Sound as found in four elementary
science series*
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No*
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
1. Intensity of sound depends upon force
of vibration of body producing the
sound, upon distance, and upon the
substance which carries the sound*
a. Listen to watch tick at end of
brass curtain rod*
b* Strike tuning fork and compare
sound as produced on desk and
on radiator*
c. Tap a stick about a yard long to
see if sound travels through it*
Cut stick in half and try again,
with center pieces several inches
apart*
d. Fill glass tube full of soil,
sand, or ashes, and test for
ability to carry sound*
e* Tap a wire with a pencil and
listen with ear both close and
far from the wire*
f* Tap a radiator, and listen to
another radiator in another room,
g* Close both eyes and have person
with watch move away from you till
you can no longer hear watch.
Measure distance. Check other ear
Which is best?
h. Tie long piece of string to middle
of spoon and hold ends to ears
while leaning over and letting
spoon tick table. Repeat hitting
spoon harder*
i. Prove air carries sound by hold-
ing watch fairly close to ear,
and slowly moving it sway.
17
1
1 1
1
3
1
2
1
1
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Table IX. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Sound as found in four elementary
science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
j. Prove sound travels through soil
by having person go around corner
of building, put ear to ground,
rest of class remain stamping feet,
k. Pill glass tube full of soil and
test by resting short metal rod
on soil and tapping rod with an-
other rod. Loosen soil and retest.
1. Strike tuning fork and hold in air,
repeat and hold on bare table.
Which is louder?
m. Listen for sound of watch at end
of wooden table - then lower head to
table and listen.
2. The more rapidly a body vibrates, the
higher is the pitch.
a. Holding a broken rubber band, one
end between teeth and other in
hand, pluck band and vary length
to notice different pitches.
b. Arrange four strings on frame,
with different weights making
different tensions and therefore
different rates of vibration.
c. Arrange two wires of different
diameters to show that pitch and
rate of vibration may be gov-
erned by size of wire.
d. Arrange two different wires of
same diameter and tension, but
different weight or material to
show that pitch is determined by
weight of material.
e. Pluck a wire, shorten it and pluck
again to see if length affects
rate of vibration and therefore
pitch.
1
1
2
1
1
x 15
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Table IX. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Sound as found in four elementary
science series
•
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
f. Using eight test tubes with grad-
uated amounts of water in each,
blow across each to produce dif-
ferent pitch, indicating length
of column of air affects rate of
vibration and therefore pitch.
g. Using set of test tubes of equal
length but different diameter,
blow across each to show how
diameter of tube affects rate of
vibration and therefore pitch.
h. Blow on bent tube (bugle) to show
how different pitches may be pro-
duced from different rates of
vibration in a simple column of
air due to the bend in tube.
i. Put different amount of water in
similar glasses and tap to see if
there is any difference in pitch.
j. Make sounding board by pounding
pairs of nails part way into board,
each pair being a little farther
apart. Put similar rubber bands
over the sets of nails and pluck.
Repeat using different types of
bands
•
k. Line up similar test tubes with
different amounts of water and
blow across each to make sound.
1. Stretch different rubber bands
across open part of box and pluck.
m. Stand glass tube in water and
blow, varying height of tube to
show how length of column affects
rate of vibration and therefore
pitch.
1
1
1
1
1
1
<
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Table IX. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Sound as found in four elementary
science series.
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No.
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
n. Compare the pitch made by a tea-
spoon suspended by string (the
ends of which are held to ears)
to pitch made by tablespoon.
3. Sound is produced by vibrating bodies.
a. Pluck a stretched string.
b. Touch resounding tuning fork to
a water surface.
c. Pluck stretched rubber band.
d. Put paper rider on stretched
rubber band.
e. Strike drum and feel vibrations
with your fingers; repeat with
a violin.
f. Lay steel knitting needle on
table, hold one end firmly and
lift and let go the other end
quickly.
g. Place a finger on your throat
and talk.
h. Ring a bell then feel it
vibrate.
i. Blow on piece of grass to
make noise.
j. Wrap one layer of tissue paper
around comb and hum against it.
k. Blow across the top of a soda-
water bottle.
1. Put a finger on a piano string
that has just been struck,
m. Make a tin can telephone, using
wax string,
n. Make a tin can telephone, using
wire.
x
1
1
1
2
1 1
29
1
3
4
1
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Table IX. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Sound as found in four elementary
science series.
Principles El. Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
o. Make paper horn and stick pin
through it "before placing it
on a spinning record,
p. Attach one end of wax string
to needle on a spinning record
and attach the other end to
can telephone
q. Blow across top of test tube to
show vibrating air produces sound,
r. Hold two narrow strips of paper
between fingers and blow through
them to produce sound,
s. Hold knife at edge of table and
pluck blade.
4. Sounds travel through matter. x
a. Check ability of sound to
travel readily in wood, water
and steel, and not as readily
in cork or rubber. 3
o. oou.no. waves m air are reiiecteu
when they hit walls or other barriers,
a. Listen to watch three feet away,
then listen to it through three
foot pipe.
1
1
1
1
X
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1

Table X* Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist "by means of experiments per-
taining to Water as found in four elementary
science series
•
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El, Sci. Total
Series No*
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps*
1* A body immersed or floating in a
liquid is buoyed up by a force
equal to the weight of the liquid
displaced*
a. Drop a dime, pebble, pea, and
marble into water to see if
they float, are suspended in
water, or sink*
2* If a series of containers are con-
nected, water will rise to the same
level in all the containers, regard-
less of the shape*
a* Attach funnel to oneend of a
rubber hose and glass tube to
the other, and fill funnel with
water. Raise and lower the
funnel to show how it affects
level of water in the glass
tube •
3* A body put into water loses a
weight equal to the weight of
water which it displaces*
a* Try floating nail, penny,
stone, marble, lead, and
wood in mercury and then
in water*
xxx
1 1
i
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Table XI • Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Weather as found in four elementary
science series
•
Principles
with Methods or Materials
Used in Associated Experiments
El. Sci. Total
Series No*
Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
1. When air is cooled sufficiently,
the moisture in it condenses*
a. Hold a cold cup over steam*
b* Pass your hand through the
upper part of a cloud of steam*
c. Put ice cubes in a pan of water
and watch moisture form around
the edges*
2* If the temperature rises or falls,
the amount of water vapor the air
can hold also increases or decreases*
a* Moisture formed around the out-
side of a pan of icewater dis-
appears when ice has melted*
3. Air moves from points of greater
pressure to points of less pressure,
causing air currents or winds*
a* Make paper windmill and blow
on it*
b. Blow paper bits and explain*
4* Whenever air is heated, it expands
and becomes lighter, and is pushed
upward by the greater pressure of
the cooler, heavier air around it.
a* Make a ventilation box - use
box with side and top opening,
a lamp chimney, candles, and
punk*
x
1
1
1
XXX
4
1
1
1
1
1
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Table XI. Frequency with which certain principles were
shown to exist by means of experiments per-
taining to Weather as found in four elementary
science series*
Principles El. Sci. Total
with Methods or Materials Series No.
Used in Associated Experiments Analyzed of
A B C D Exps.
b. Nail several strips of tissue
paper to the end of a stick
and hold in turn near the top
and the bottom of an open window.
c. Take temperature reading at top
and bottom of different rooms. 1
d. Watch direction of flame and
smoke of a match. 1
e. Hold pinwheel over hot radiator.
1
1
1
1
1
1

SUMMARY OF TABLES I-XI
The preceding statistics may be best summarized by
consideration of the following tables:
Table XII. Total number of experiments found to
exist in tables I-XI according to
subject matter and series.
%age
Table A B C D Total of
Total
X • nil nV w A. x*±
T T AO OX UIlUIIlJ TX 1X 1X ft
TT TXX X . Wo r»4-Vi 1 aCjO.11>11 3
Surface 5 2 2 3 12 2.3
IV. Fire
cc noa u XX X«J PR XO .U
V. Light 9 9 8 1 27 5.3
VI. Living
Things 33 45 21 44 143 27.8
VII. Magnetism &
Electricity 7 13 22 19 61 11.9
VIII. Matter
& Energy 7 20 16 33 76 14.8
IX. Sound 10 28 19 8 65 12.6
X. Water 0 1 2 2 5 1.0
XI. Weather
_2 5 4 1 12 2.3
Totals 85 154 122 153 514
%&ge of
Total 16.5 30.0 23.7 29.8
i
Table XII summarizes the total number of experiments
and the percentage of the total number of experiments
found to exist in the previous tables, I-XI* vertically
according to topics and horizontally according to science
textbook series. The total number of experiments found
to exist was 514. Examination shows that 86 per cent
of these experiments have been listed under five of the
eleven topics, indicating that there has been a poor
distribution of experiments. Though there are many ways
of expressing the same principle through experiments,
only four principles have been expressed by the same ex-
periment for all series. The total number of experiments
by science textbook series indicates a fairly even
distribution of experiments in three out of four of
the science series, for three series contain within
twenty-five experiments of the average number of one
hundred and twenty-nine experiments found for all the
series
•
4
Table XIII. Total number of experiments found to
exist in tables I-XI according to
subject matter and grade level.
of
Total
78
Table II III IV V VI Total
fcage
I. Air 0 0 5 15 8 5 33 6.4
II. Astronomy 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 .6
III. Earth*
s
Surface 0 4 0 5 2 1 12 2.3
IV. Fire
& Heat 5 10 13 10 31 8 77 15.0
V. Light 1 1 3 12 1 9 27 5.3
VI. Living
Thinss 12 16 20 41 28 26 143 27.8
VII. Magnetism &
Electricity 2 1 5 22 13 18 61 11.9
VIII. Matter
& Energy 0 5 6 18 14 33 76 14.8
IX. Sound 0 0 1 13 6 45 65 12.6
X. Water 0 0 0 2 0 3 5 1.0
XI. Weather 1 1 2 1 5 2 12 2.3
Totals 21 38 55 140 110 150 514
$age of
Total 4.1 7.4 10.7 27.2 21.4 29.2
Table XIII illustrates the distribution of the experi-
ments and of the percentage of the experiments, vertically
according to topics and horizontally according to grade
level. This table shows a marked difference in the number
of experiments in the first three grades as compared to the
i
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, suggesting though not prov-
ing that the authors of these science textbook series feel
that children in the lower grades learn by comparison and
simple observation fully as well as by experimentation.
Table XIV. Total number of principles as illustrated
by experiments in tables I-XI according
to subject matter and series.
1
Table A B C D Total
%age
of
Total
I. Air 0 4 2 3 4 4.9
II, Astronomy 2 1 1 0 2 2.5
III. Earth'
s
Surface 4 1 1 1 4 4.9
IV. Fire
& Heat 3 4 7 7 7 8.7
V. Light 6 4 5 1 9 11.1
VI. Living
Things 14 15 9 10 21 25.9
VII. Magnetism &
Electricity 4 7 9 8 10 12.3
VIII. Matter
& Energy 3 8 9 7 12 14.8
IX. Sound 3 4 3 3 5 6.2
X. Water 0 1 2 2 3 3.7
XI. Weather 1 3 3 1 4 4.9
Totals 40 52 51 43 81
$age of
Total 49.4 64.2 63.0 53.1

Tables XIV and XV show a different kind of analysis
than XII and XIII. The number of experiments used in
both these tables is immaterial, since both tables are
based on the number of principles referred to experimen-
tally in the four science textbook series. Likewise,
in both tables, the totals by topics represent - not
the additive total of principles - but rather the actual
total of different principles found to exist, thus
eliminating repetition in the counting of principles.
In a similar manner, the totals and percentages of
totals according to series and grades represent the total
different principles actually found in the four science
series studied*
Table XIV shows a somewhat better balance of dis-
tribution of subject matter. However, here too it is
apparent that some topics do not lend themselves as
readily or easily to experimentation as do others. The
distribution of principles according to series was com-
paratively well balanced. Though there was quite a
difference in total number of experiments (69 - difference
between number in largest and number in smallest series)
there was a range of only 12 principles, indicating that
all textbook series studied cover about the same amount of
subject matter, based on principles and in terms of
experiments
•
1
Table XV. Total number of principles as illustrated
by experiments in tables I-XI according
to subject matter and grade level.
Table I II III IV V VI To tal
%age
of
Total
I. Air 0 0 1 3 3 3 4 4.9
II. Astronomy 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 2.5
III. Earth's
Surface 0 1 0 2 2 1 4 4.9
IV. Fire
& Heat 2 5 5 4 7 4 7 8.7
V. Light 1 1 3 6 1 6 9 11.1
VI. Living
Things 5 8 8 14 11 12 21 25.9
VII. Magnetism &
Electricity 1 1 3 7 8 8 10 12.3
VIII. Matter
& Energy 0 4 5 5 5 10 12 14.8
IX. Sound 0 0 1 3 3 4 5 6.2
X. Water 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 3.7
XI. Weather 1 1 2 1 2 1 4 4.9
Totals 10 21 28 48 43 51 81
$age of
Total 12.4 25.9 34.6 59.3 53.1 63.0

Table XV also is limited to the total number of
principles used rather than total number of experiments.
Likewise, this table shows that few principles are intro-
duced experimentally in the first three grades, while the
distribution of different principles available for teaching
purposes in the intermediate grades, IV-VT, is quite even*

CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to analyze four elemen-
tary science series and to establish the correspondence of
experiments found in these hooks with those principles to
be taught in elementary science.
The data, which were obtained from this study, were
analyzed statistically and the following conclusions were
made:
1* There are few (16 out of 81) principles which
are recognized as basic to elementary science
study in all four science series.
2. Little is being done in these four series in
the teaching of principles in the first three
grades by means of experiments.
3. Some topics probably lend themselves to ex-
perimentation in the lower levels much more
readily than do others.
4. The total number of experiments related to
principles was fairly well distributed in
three out of the four series, while the total
number of principles upon which these experiments
were based indicated a reasonably even distri-
bution in all four series.

5. Some series used many different experiments in
expressing one principle, thereby bringing the
total number of experiments used to 514 • Since
there were only 81 principles found to exist in
these four series, it would indicate much
parallel teaching.
6. In general each series had a different set of
experiments which it used to teach a principle*
RECOMMENDATIONS
The data and conclusions in this study suggest the
following recommendations
t
1. That a uniform pattern of science education in
the elementary school grades be established and
adhered to in all science textbook series and in
each grade level.
2. That much more be done in the teaching of princi-
ples experimentally, since, according to definition,
a principle must be demonstrable experimentally.
3. That standard equipment for experiments be avail-
able in all elementary schools.
4. Since this study indicates a wide variety of ways
to express a principle experimentally, it is rec-
ommended that a special study be made to determine
what experiment may be best used to teach a
principle in terms of interest to the pupil.
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